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User Interface Tools

This section presents the basics of the Viewer’s user interface, such as the mouse functions, the 
buttons on the screen, icons, menus and annotations.

To find the section you need, turn to the page listed below. If you are viewing this manual online, 
you can click the desired title:

Mouse Operations........................................................................................ 3-7
Manipulating Images .................................................................................... 3-10
The Series Icon Panel.................................................................................... 3-16

Mouse Operations

Hover the mouse over the Slice button. The first group of items, Mouse mode, allows you to 
select the function of the left mouse button.

You can also display this as a context menu by right-clicking on the image. Initially, only some of 
the function symbols are displayed, at the top of the context menu. To see the entire menu, 
hover over the right-arrow in the top-right corner of the context menu (see the following image).

The upper portion of the full menu contains the Mouse Mode section.

Figure 3-2: Left Mouse Settings

Mouse Mode Descriptions

• No Mode 

In this mode, mouse clicks do not activate any iReview tool.
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• Slice 

On a multi-image series, hold down the mouse button, and move up to scroll through the 
slices toward the start point of the scan. Move down to scroll toward the end of the scan.

• Zoom 

Click and hold the mouse, and then move up to make the image larger, down to make it 
smaller.

• WindowLevel 

Move the mouse up to make the image brighter, down to make it darker, left to give the 
image higher contrast, and right for lower contrast.

• Pan 

Click and hold, and then drag to move the image around in the window.

• Magnifier and Bright Light 

When either Magnifier or Bright Light is selected, click and drag on the image to display a 
rectangle on the image that magnifies or brightens, respectively, the area inside the 
rectangle. You can move the rectangle around the image as desired:

• WindowLevel ROI 

Change the WW/WL of the entire image using a ROI. 

Click and drag the mouse on the image to draw a rectangle around the ROI. The WW/WL of 
the image is changed, based on the pixel values inside the rectangle. The values are changed 
according to the following formula:
new WW = (maximum pixel value inside ROI - minimum pixel value inside ROI) + 1
new WL = minimum pixel value inside ROI + (new WW / 2.0)

• Shutter 

The shutter shows a narrow horizontal area of the image. Click and drag the mouse to show 
the shutter area. You can move the shutter up and down to show different areas of the 
image. These two figures show the shutter in two different places on the same image:

Magnifier

light
Bright
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• Cine 

Cine mode scrolls through slices as a movie. Select the Cine item from the menu and then 
click on the image. To begin scrollling, move the mouse up or down.

Moving the mouse over the image while it is scrolling changes the speed. To increase the 
speed, move the mouse up. To decrease, move down. As you approach the middle of the 
image (vertically), the speed slows down to a stop, and if you continue moving the mouse in 
the same direction, the scrolling reverses direction. There is no need to hold down the mouse 
while changing the speed or direction. You can move the mouse just by hovering.

Click the image once to stop the cine.

• Triangulation: Two Methods 

• Click-and-Drag

Click on the image and drag the mouse across an ROI. This triangulates but does not pan 
the image. Related stacks are scrolled to the image that is closest to the location of the 
mouse position.

Figure 3-3: Click-and-drag triangulation

In Figure 3-3 above, the screen capture on the left shows the four stacks in their initial 
positions. The upper-left image is clicked on the starting point and dragged to the end 
point, demonstrated by the arrow. This image does not pan, but the upper-right and 

Initial click position

Final position of mouse
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lower-left images are scrolled to their new positions. Two images change because the 
drag direction is diagonal. If the mouse were dragged horizontally or vertically, only one 
other image would be scrolled.

• Single Click

Click anywhere on an image, and the image is panned so that the click point is at the 
center of the viewport. In the example below, the image on the left is on the right side of 
the viewport. The triangulation cursor is in the center of the image (circled). The image 
on the right has been panned so that the click point is now at the center of the viewport.

Figure 3-4: Single-click triangulation

Manipulating Images

These functions allow you to change how images appear on the screen, by altering the 
orientation, size, color, overlays, and other changes to the appearance.

To find the section you need, turn to the page listed below. If you are viewing this manual online, 
click the desired title:

Orientation ................................................................................................... 3-10
Zoom............................................................................................................. 3-11
Color ............................................................................................................. 3-12
Show Series .................................................................................................. 3-29
Show Phase .................................................................................................. 3-29
2D Image Format .......................................................................................... 3-15
Show/Hide DICOM Overlays......................................................................... 3-15
Window Level ............................................................................................... 3-27

Orientation

There are four orientation functions:

• CW - Rotate 90 degrees Clockwise
• CCW - Rotate 90 degrees Counter-Clockwise
• Flip V - Vertical Flip
• Flip H - Horizontal Flip
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How to Access This Function

• Top toolbar - In the Top Toolbar, click one of the buttons in the Orientation 
group (see image at right) to perform the desired operation.

• Right-click menu - Select Orientation.

Zoom 

iNtuitionReview (iReview) has three zoom options:

• 100% - The image is displayed in the original resolution. One pixel of the original image is dis-
played on one pixel of the monitor.

• Fit - The image is displayed to fit the screen.

• True - The system uses available information to approximate the physical size of the patient.

For information on how to configure calibration, see "Pixel size calibration" on page 1-16.

Note:  If the monitor has not been calibrated, the True display size is not available. In that 
case, the following message is displayed:
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How to Access This Function

• Top toolbar - In the Top Toolbar, click one of the buttons in the Zoom group 
(see image at right) to perform the desired operation.

• Clickable annotation - Click the Zoom annotation in the upper-right corner of the image.

• Right-click menu - Select Zoom.

Color

• Invert - Invert the color scale for the image. This applies to both grayscale and color 
images.

Figure 3-5: Left - Original Grayscale; Right - Color Inverted
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• Color - Apply the selected pseudo-color template to a 
grayscale image. (This also applies to color images.)

To add customized color templates, click on Customize 
color templates. The color template manager dialog is 
opened (see the image below):

Click the Add button (circled in the image above). The add template dialog is opened. 
Type in a name for the template in the Name field. 

Figure 3-6: Add Template Dialog

You can now add colors to the template. Just under the color bar, there are two small 
square markers, one at each end (circled in the previous image). To add another marker, 
do the following:
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1. Click on or just under the colorbar. A third marker is added under the colorbar. You 
can move it to the position where you want the color to change.

2. To add a color, you can either change the 
RGB values in the corresponding fields 
below the colorbar (see Figure 3-6), or 
double-click the marker. Double-clicking 
opens the color palette:

3. Select a color from the Default colors 
tab, or click the Custom color tab to 
create your own.

4. Click OK. That color is now added to the 
colorbar, starting at the marker:

5. You can continue adding markers and colors 
until the template is completed. When done, 
click OK.

6. The new template is added to the bottom of the 
existing template list.
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7. Click OK to exit the template editor.

How to Access This Function

• Top toolbar - Click one of the buttons in the Color group (see image at right) to 
perform the desired operation.

2D Image Format

Display the image in one of three formats: the original format, MIP and ThickMPR.

How to Access This Function

• Clickable annotation - Click the Original annotation. A menu is 
opened to select another rendering format (see image at right).

Show/Hide DICOM Overlays

Show or hide DICOM overlays on the image.

How to Access This Function

• Right-click menu - Select Overlays, then select Show overlays.

The following example shows a DICOM overlay used for dual energy scans. It is a circular outline 
that shows the FOV of the energy source that is not shown in the image. 

Note:  If the loaded data does not have any DICOM overlays, the Overlays menu item will be 
hidden.
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Select Hide Overlays to hide the overlay.

The Series Icon Panel

Just beneath the Top Tool Bar, the studies and series currently loaded are displayed as thumbnail 
images. The name of each study is shown on a tab that contains the Patient ID, Patient Name, 
Study Date and Description. To view a different study, click the corresponding tab.

Figure 3-7: Stack Icons

Each icon represents a single stack in the study. You can open a stack into a viewport by double-
clicking on the icon, or by drag-and-drop into a viewport. 

DICOM
Overlay

Loaded Stacks

Study tab

Series Icons
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A colored border around a thumbnail icon indicates that the stack is loaded into a viewport. A 
red border indicates that the stack is loaded into the active viewport (see icons labeled “Loaded 
Stacks” in Figure 3-7).

If there are too many stack icons to be visible all at once, 
use the slider bar to scroll (see image at right).

When you hover the mouse over the stack icons, a tooltip 
containing detailed information about the stack is 
displayed:

Remote Studies in Timeline

Remote studies are shown in the timeline, if 
the study loaded has priors stored on any 
remote servers. Icons in the timeline 
representing remote studies are shown in a 
blue font.

Remote Series Icons

Remote series do not have icons available. A text-based generic icon, using only the modality 
name as a label, is shown to indicate that there is series data available.

Show Relevant Priors

When a study is launched into a display protocol that is configured to display only relevant prior 
studies, the timeline shows the icons of relevant priors only:
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To see all priors, right-click anywhere on the timeline and select Show All Priors in the menu.

If nothing is configured in the display protocol editor for relevant priors, then all priors for the 
current study are visible in the timeline.

For information on how to configure a display protocol to show only relevant priors, see "Show 
Only Relevant Priors" on page 1-96.

KIN Series

If a Key Image series has been saved in the study, a special icon is shown in the thumbnail icon 
images. You can load this image into the viewer by either double-clicking the icon or by drag-and-
drop into the viewer.

Thumbnail Icon Size and Scroll Direction

Resizing Icons

You can change the display size of the thumbnail icons that represent series and scenes in the 
currently loaded study.

In the upper-right corner of the thumbnail icon bar there is a “resize” symbol:

Click the symbol to enlarge the thumbnail images. Click a second time to enlarge the images 
again. The third click will return the images to their original size.
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Show/Hide the Thumbnail Bar

The Toggle Thumbnail Bar function allows you to show and hide the thumbnail bar as needed.

To hide the thumbnail bar, select the arrow to the left of the study tab, below the mouse tool 
selection button, and select Toggle Thumbnail Bar. The thumbnail bar will be hidden from view.

Figure 3-8: Hide the Thumbnail Bar

Figure 3-9: Thumbnail Bar Hidden

To show the thumbnail bar, select Toggle Thumbnail Bar again.

Changing the Scroll Direction

Right-click on the resize symbol to show the scroll menu. The images below show the position of 
the scrollbar when Scroll left to right is selected (image on left), and when Scroll up/down is 
selected (right).

When Scroll up/down is selected, you can also select the number of rows, from one row to 
three, that will be shown at one time.


